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Note to the reader: 
 

This Example CNMP is based on a real farm, but the names, 

locations and details have been altered to provide a realistic 

example while at the same time providing anonymity to the farm 

family.  Thanks to them for their cooperation and willingness to 

provide this sample plan for others to learn. 

 

Under the various tabs, examples have been included, but not in 

their entirety.  For example, one page of conservation maps is 

included showing several fields, but not all 70 fields are included.  

This makes the Example CNMP more manageable. 

 

This CNMP has been in part, completed by utilizing the Purdue 

MMP software available free at www.agry.purdue.edu/mmp/   

Tables 1-18 are possible due to the addition of a Microsoft Word 

document that is also available at www.maeap.org.  This 

download is free but requires Microsoft Access to utilize.  
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I understand that this Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan (CNMP) was developed and 
approved on the basis that I have disclosed to the CNMP Provider to the best of my knowledge 
all information pertaining to my livestock operation for each component of my CNMP.  The 
CNMP Provider is not responsible for data / information that I have knowingly denied or 
restricted information for any resource problem(s) that I have not disclosed.  It is my 
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Management Practices (GAAMPs) and the "Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan 
(CNMP) - A Component of the Michigan Agricultural Environmental Assurance Program" dated 
August 10, 2000.  I understand that it is my responsibility to review my CNMP at least annually 
and update it as necessary as conditions change on my farm. 
 
             
Producer Signature        Date 
 
             
Producer Signature        Date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prepared by:             
          Date 
                            
 
Approved by:             
  Certified CNMP Provider     Date 
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Purpose 
A Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan (CNMP) describes the production 
practices, equipment, and structure(s) that the owner/operator of an agricultural 
operation now uses and/or will implement to sustain livestock and/or crop production in 
a manner that is both environmentally and economically sound.  It combines 
conservation practices and management activities into a system that addresses animal 
production operations from feed inputs through the use of animal manure and other 
organic by-products.  The CNMP is a planning tool as well as a record of decisions in 
that it details the activities that the landowner/operator implements.  It also documents 
all the land (cropland, facilities, etc.), which the landowner/operator owns or has 
decision-making authority over, on which manure or organic by-products will be 
generated, handled or applied. 
 
The CNMP will help the operator in complying with the Generally Accepted Agricultural 
and Management Practices (GAAMPs) developed and adopted under the Michigan 
Right to Farm Act, including the GAAMPs for Manure Management and Utilization, and 
Site Selection and Odor Control for New and Expanding Livestock Production Facilities.  
In addition, the CNMP conforms to USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) Technical Guidance for developing CNMPs which includes meeting NRCS 
technical standards for structural conservation practices proposed and all management 
activities in the CNMP. 
 
Conditions 
This farm is seeking MAEAP verification as well as NRCS EQIP financial assistance 
funds. 
 
This CNMP will need to be recertified by a Certified CNMP Provider at least once every 
three years, for MAEAP re-verification by the Michigan Dept. of Agriculture.   
 
This farm is not a CAFO as defined by the Dec. 2002 DEQ General Permit 
 
This CNMP needs to be updated annually.  
 
This CNMP needs to be updated and recertified by a Certified CNMP Provider prior to 
any of the following circumstances occurring:   

1. An increase in the number of animal units that is greater than or equal to 10% of 
the number identified in the CNMP 

2. An increase in the number of animal units that results in a decrease of manure 
storage capacity time by one month or more. 

3. An increase in the  number of animal units where the manure generated by the 
livestock requires more land for its application than is available at the time of the 
increase 

4. A decrease in the number of acres available for land application, where the 
manure/wastewater generated requires more land for its application than will be 
available after the decrease. 
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Overview Summary 
 
Example Dairy:   
Sec. 21, Green Township, Sand County, Michigan 
456 Deer Rd.  
Junction, MI  49999 
 
Owners and Operators: 
David and Joe Brown 
Phone numbers: 
Farm:  123-555-7890 
David Brown home: 123-555-7890;    cell:  123-555-2345 
Joe Brown home:  123-555-7891;   cell:  123-555-3456 
Driving directions to the farm from nearest town:   Take Main Street in Junction, MI, go south 4 miles 
to Hill Rd.  Go west 2.5 miles to Deer Rd.  The farm buildings are on the north side, at 456 Deer Rd. 
 
Animals: 
515 manure dairy cows and most all replacements on location  
    (approximately 100 head of heifers off site) 
721 Animal Units by DEQ Permit dated Dec. 2002 
853 Animal units by NRCS count. 
 
Cropland: 
1,639.9 acres of cropland, corn, silage, hay, wheat, soybeans and rye. 
    (1,230.5 owned, 409.4 rented) 
728.2 irrigated acres 
593.2 drained acres 
Agreements with Hillview Farm add 899 acres, about 200 utilized for manure per year 
Total crop removal = 91,116 lbs. annually P2O5. 
Spreadable acres = 82,235 pounds of P2O5 annually. 
 
Manure: 
Freestall barn manure goes to two ADL, concrete, outdoor structures, allowing up to 8.8 months 
of storage.  Sand bedding is utilized.  Liquid manure is injected at the time of application, sand 
laden manure is surface applied. 
Milkhouse wash water is stored in an earthen structure, with 7 months of storage and irrigated in 
the spring and fall. 
Other small barns for young stock are weekly or daily hauled, requiring 118 acres per year.  
There are over 800 acres available for winter spreading based on MARI. 
MWPS book values estimate 83,142 pounds of P2O5 excreted annually. 
Feed rations indicate 73,323 pounds of P2O5 annually. 
Manure tests and calculated volumes indicate 72,180 pounds of P2O5 annually. 
 
Sustainability: 
Feed rations for this farm indicate 73,323 pounds of P2O5 generated annually by the livestock. 
Crop removal for the owned and rented spreadable ground is estimated at 82,235 pounds of P2O5, or 
10,000 more than generated.  The addition of Hillview Farm manure spreading agreements will improve 
the land base for this farm.  Elimination of phosphorus starter fertilizer 15 years ago, when not 
recommended, has allowed this farm to maintain 1297 acres below 75 ppm P2O5 soil test, with only 108 
acres over 150 ppm.   Agreements with other neighbors over the years has also helped.  The goal is to 
not apply manure to the same field more frequently than every two years and generally applied at two 
years of phosphorus crop removal. 
 
Any expansion plans for cow numbers will be relying on Hillview Farm for additional acreage.
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Overview 
Example Dairy, Inc. is a family owned and operated dairy farm in Sand County, Michigan 

(Green Township, Sec. 21 is the home site).  It is owned and operated by father and son David 
and Joe Brown. 

The farm currently has 515 mature cows.   This is 721 animal units based on the 
Michigan Permit of Dec. 2002,   Based on NRCS standards, there will be 853 animal units.   
This farm is considering expansion beyond 500 in the future. 

About 60 head of 800 lb. heifers and 30 head of 1,300 lb. dry cows are being raised at a 
neighbor’s facility (Bob Smith).  Also, about 30 head of heifers are pastured at a neighboring 
farm (Johnson) during the summer.  The manure generated off-site from these animals will be 
utilized by the individual landowners on their own land and are not included in this plan.  The 
number and size of off-site livestock may vary due to time of year and as the farm adds new 
milk cows to the herd.  All other replacement stock is located at the home farm and only the 
home farm animals are included in this CNMP.  Annual updates will capture the current 
numbers and reflect them in future CNMPs.   

Example Dairy has 1,639.9 acres of cropland (1,230.5 acres owned and 409.4 acres 
rented, both of which are included in this plan).  Of these acres, 728.2 are irrigated.  An 
additional 899 acres (722 testing at less than 75 ppm P) of neighboring land, farmed by Hillview 
Farms, is available for manure spreading due to its close proximity to the Example Dairy 
headquarters.  Hillview Farms is included in this plan but listed separately in Tab 8.  (This data 
is not included in this Example plan just due to redundancy for the sake of an example).  Based 
on crop rotations, it is expected that 200 acres or more will be available any given year for 
manure applications.   The farm has sufficient land base for the manure.  Any expansion plans 
will be relying heavily on rented ground for sufficient land base for the manure. 

Example Dairy raises corn, silage, hay, haylage, soybeans, wheat, straw and some 
double crop rye green chop.  Manure is injected when hauled as a liquid and incorporated as 
appropriate when solids are hauled.  No-till is utilized for a majority of the soybeans and 
minimum till for the rest.  Wind and RUSLE are below T. 

The farmstead has two main freestall barns using sand bedding.  All of this manure goes 
first to ADL #1, then liquids are pumped over to ADL #5 (both pre-cast concrete structures) for a 
combined capacity of 8 months of storage for the present herd.  The pits have been sized for 
expansion.  Several paved, outdoor lots and the silage leachate goes to storage #4. 

10% of the phosphorus on this farm is in 7 different replacement livestock facilities.  This 
manure is straw or sand bedded and weekly hauled requiring 60 acres per year for two year’s 
worth of phosphorus crop removal.  This manure is surface applied.  There are over 800 acres 
acceptable for winter spreading on this farm.   

Milkhouse waste water is stored in an earthen structure #2, with 7 months capacity.  This 
is irrigated twice a year to crop land. 

This farm has utilized manure sampling and pre-sidedressed nitrate soil testing for over 
12 years resulting in fine tuning of sidedressed N on corn and significant reductions in 
phosphorus fertilizer, including elimination on fields not recommending nutrients.   
Resource Concerns: 

There are no specific water quality concerns in need of immediate attention.  This farm 
has managed manure nutrients with regard to nitrogen and phosphorus due to the resource 
concerns for nitrogen to ground water, phosphorus to surface waters and to prevent phosphorus 
buildup.  This plan outlines managing manure to protect surface waters during field applications 
and from storage and handling activities.   

If there is a significant change in livestock numbers or crop acreage, this plan should be 
updated as needed.  Otherwise, annual updates will be conducted.  The plan needs to be re-
certified every 3 years.  

This farm has completed a conservation plan with the Sand County NRCS and plans to 
seek MAEAP verification.   
See Tab1 for an Emergency Plan.
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 Table 1: Annual Available Farm Nutrient Balance Summary 
 N P205 K20 

Annual Animal Output, as excreted manure 167,718 83,142 95,406 
 

 Avail. N P2O5 K2O 
Annual Animal Output, based on manure tests and calculated volume 119,264 72,180 127,106 
 

    P2O5   
Based on feed ration, mass balance, see Tab 2 for rations  73,323  
 

 N P2O5 K2O 
Crop Removal for whole farm 297,179 91,116 223,696 
 

 Acres 
Average acres needed for one year of P2O5 crop removal (based on manure tests, if 
available) 

1,309.6 

N = Total Nitrogen, no storage or hauling losses estimated 
Crop Removal N = Average values of all plan years entered.  Nitrogen crop removal is based on crop needs of non-legumes and 
removal for legumes.  P2O5 and K2O removal also based on total plan years and removal values for all crops. 
 
Example Dairy has sufficient land base to balance the amount of phosphorus generated, based 
on feed rations.  This farm also has a sizeable acreage of neighboring land for spreading, 
generally allowing for 200 acres per year, based on crop rotation, where manure applications 
are planned.  200 acres per year adds an additional 11,000 pounds of crop removal to the 
above situation. 
 
Additional land base will be a major concern when expansion is considered on this farm. 
 
See Tab 2 for mass balance of annual phosphorus estimates based on feed rations. 
 
(Note to reader:  For simplicity of this as a Example CNMP, rental land will not be shown in this 
CNMP but the data would be identical to what is shown in the later sections.) 
 
 
Table 2: Summary of Acres Available for Spreading 
Total tillable acres in plan 1,639.9 
 
Total spreadable acres  1,491.4 
 
Total spreadable acres <150 lbs. Bray P1 (75 ppm) 1,297.1 
 
Total spreadable acres 150 lbs. Bray P1to 299 lbs. Bray P1(75 to 149 
ppm) 

227.0 

 
Acres 300 lbs. P or more (150 ppm) 108.8 
 
Untested Acres 7.0 
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Table 3: Annual Animal Output  - As Excreted 
        Based on MWPS-18 Sec. 1-2000 

           Annual Nutrients lbs./yr. 
 

Animal ID Ave Wt 
(lbs) 

Ave  
Head 

A.U. Volume or Wt. Units N P2O5 K2O 

Calf Barn 130 72 9 138 Ton/Year 1,051 263 920 

Flat Heifer Barn 500 100 50 189,800 Gal/Year 5,658 1,643 5,292 

Free stall N to #1 1,400 320 448 498,409 Gal/Year 22,762 11,773 12,166 

Free stall N to #5 1,400 320 448 1,557,528 Gal/Year 71,131 36,792 38,018 

Free Stall S to #1 1,400 180 252 280,355 Gal/Year 12,804 6,623 6,843 

Free stall S to #5 1,400 180 252 876,109 Gal/Year 40,011 20,696 21,385 

Freshening Barn 1,400 10 14 271 Ton/Year 2,964 1,533 1,584 

Old Cow Barn freesta 700 60 42 159,432 Gal/Year 4,752 1,380 4,446 

Old Cow Barn- straw 1,400 5 7 135 Ton/Year 1,482 767 792 

Transition Barn 225 60 14 215 Ton/Year 1,635 409 1,431 

Virginia Barn 350 48 17 261 Ton/Year 1,986 496 1,737 

Washwater 1,400 500 700 32,448 Gal/Year 1,482 767 792 

           N P205 K20 
Totals  853 animal units by NRCS count 

721 animal units by DEQ Dec. 2002 Permit  
167,717 83,142 95,406 

A.U. = animal units, calculated by average weight times the number of average head divided by 1000. 
No nitrogen losses have been estimated. 
The above table ignores all manual input of manure analysis or volumes.   
The above table calculates nutrients based on data in the Initialization Files, under animal types. 
 
The above data was used to estimate the as excreted volume to then add any additional 
bedding and or water to the storage systems.  See Tab 3 for a complete calculations for 
capacity, freeboard and annual volumes of Storage Systems #1, 2, 4 & 5.   The table below 
shows the newly calculated total Annual Volumes. 
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Table 4: Annual Animal Outputs  
Based on manure tests and calculated volumes, when entered  

Storage ID Annual Volume Units Avail. N P2O5 K2O5 Source 
ADL #5 2,547,463 Gal 79,990 38,212 73,876 Analysis 
ADL Tank #1 1,080,182 Gal 29,057 25,924 28,085 Analysis 
Earthen storage #2 1,955,356 Gal 4,497 1,564 8,995 Analysis 
Mon.Wed. Fri. Haul 1,700 Ton 3,060 3,060 9,690 Book 
Weekly Haul 1,900 Ton 2,660 3,420 6,460 Book 

    
 Avail. N Avail P2O5 Avail K2O5 

Total for all Storage ID's 119,264 72,180 127,106 

 
The feed rations and manure samples show good consistency for estimating the P2O5 on this 
farm.   
 
*For Earthen Storage #2, runoff and silage leachate marked in blue on the site map in Tab 3 
goes first to an ADL tank called #4.  It is then pumped over to Earthen Storage #2 as needed 
and added to the dairy wash water.   
 
All manure from the milking herd (Free stalls N and S) goes first to ADL #1, then, as needed, 
the liquid is pumped to ADL #5.  For purposes of segregating the manure over 12 months, it is 
assumed that 75% ends up in ADL #5 and 24% stays in ADL #1 and 1% goes to the earthen 
wash water storage #2 (Note to reader:  this is necessary so that MMP knows what animal type 
to attach to this manure system for purposes of estimating nitrogen during land application) 
It is estimated that 80% of the sand stays in ADL #1 and 20% is pumped over with the liquids to 
ADL #5 as reflected in the table below.   
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Table 5: Animal Output Details 

Animal ID Type or Phase  Head Weight Confinement Period Days 
Confined 

% 
Coll. 

Storage ID 

Calf Barn Calf (dairy) 72 130 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 100 Weekly Haul 
Flat Heifer Barn Growing 

heifer/steer (dairy) 
100 500 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 100 Mon.Wed. Fri. 

Haul 
Free stall N to #1 Milk cow (dairy) 320 1400 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 24 ADL Tank #1 
Free stall N to #5 Milk cow (dairy) 320 1400 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 75 #5 ADL New 
Free Stall S to #1 Milk cow (dairy) 180 1400 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 24 ADL Tank #1 
Free stall S to #5 Milk cow (dairy) 180 1400 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 75 #5 ADL New 
Freshening Barn Milk cow (dairy) 10 1400 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 100 Weekly Haul 
Old Cow Barn free 
stall 

Breeding heifer 
(dairy) 

60 700 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 100 Mon.Wed. Fri. 
Haul 

Old Cow Barn- 
straw 

Milk cow (dairy) 5 1400 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 100 Weekly Haul 

Transition Barn Calf (dairy) 60 225 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 100 Weekly Haul 
Virginia Barn Calf (dairy) 48 350 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 100 Weekly Haul 
Wash water Milk cow (dairy) 500 1400 Jan Early - Dec Late 365 1 Earthen storage 

#2 
 
 
 
Table 6:  Collection and Transfer 

Animal ID Head Wt (lbs) Storage Bedding, Water, Transfer, Hauling Schedule 
Calf Barn 72 130 Weekly Haul Total Confinement.  Scraped weekly, loose straw at: 9 au x 

9.3# straw x 365 x 50% divided by 2000 = 8 tons/yr 
Flat Heifer Barn 100 500 Mon. Wed. Fri. Haul Total Confinement.  Scraped weekly, sand at 7 lbs/au x 365 

x 100 x 50% divided by 105 pounds sand per cubic ft. x 7.48 
= 9100 gal sand/yr 

Free stall N to #1 320 1,400 ADL Tank #1 Est. 24% of both freestall barns here, most of the sand stays 
in this storage 

Free stall N to #5 320 1,400 #5 ADL New liquid pumped from #1 to #5 as needed, est. 75% from both 
freestalls goes here 

Free Stall S to #1 180 1,400 ADL Tank #1 Est. 24% of both freestall barns here, most of the sand stays 
in this storage 

Free stall S to #5 180 1,400 #5 ADL New liquid pumped from #1 to #5 as needed, est.  75% from both 
freestalls  

Freshening Barn 10 1,400 Weekly Haul Scraped weekly, Straw bed at 7 bales/day x 40# x 365 x 
50% divided by 2000 = 26 tons/yr 

Old Cow Barn freesta 60 700 Mon. Wed. Fri. Haul Scraped weekly, Sand bed at 11#/day x 60 x 365 x 50% 
divided by 105 x 7.48 = 8580 gal/yr 

Old Cow Barn- straw 5 1,400 Weekly Haul Scraped weekly, Straw bed at 7 bales/day x 365x40# x 50% 
divided by 2000 = 26 tons/yr 

Transition Barn 60 225 Weekly Haul Total Confinement.  Straw bedding.  Scraped weekly, straw 
at 14 au x 9.3# straw x 365 x 50% divided by 2000 = 12 
tons/yr 

Virginia Barn 48 350 Weekly Haul Scraped every 2 days, straw at: 17 au x 9.3 x 365 x 50% 
divided by 2000 = 14 tons/yr 

Washwater 1 1,400 Earthen storage #2 1% for purpose of MMP recognizing storage system  

Available N = Nitrogen adjusted for storage losses but not for application losses.  

 
The above bedding figures were added to the as excreted values (Table 3) and are reflected in 
the Annual Animal Outputs based on calculated values (Table 4). 
The Old Cow Barn, Freshing Barn and Virginia Barn have open, paved lots.  These are scraped 
3 times a week.  Any runoff goes to Storage #4.  All other barns are total confinment.
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Table 7: Storage Details 
Storage ID Storage Type Dimensions, Capacity, Freeboard 

Calf Barn Manure pack Total Confinement.  hauled every 6 weeks 

ADL Tank #1 Outside prefab liquid storage 112 ft x 80 ft x 8 ft (6.75 useable 15 in.freeboard)=60,480cu.ft. Ramp 
(84 x 20 x 8 divided by 2 = 6,720 = 53,769 cu. ft x 7.48 = 402,125 gal 
cap. 

Earthen storage #2 Earthen storage 230 ft. x 164 ft (top) x 8 ft. (1.4 ft. or 16 in. freeboard) 4:1slope 
=1,212,067 gal. capacity. (utilizing MMP calculator) 

Transition Barn Manure pack Total Confinement, hauled MWF 

#4 ADL runoff collec Outside prefab liquid storage 120 ft.  x 20 ft x 4 ft (3 ft useable).  Ramp = 10 x 40 x 4 divided by 2 =  
6400 cuft.= 47,872 gal 
All of this is sump pumped over to #2 as needed, and accounted for in 
system #2 for hauling purposes. 

#5 ADL New Outside prefab liquid storage 172 ft x 172 ft. x 12 ft deep, 11' useable (1ft. fbd.). 20 x 120 x 12' ramp 
= 311,024 cu. ft.  = 2,326,460 gal.  

Virginia Barn Manure pack hauled MWF, small outdoor, concrete lot in middle of barn 

Flat Heifer Barn Daily scrape & haul (liquid) hauled MWF, total confinement 

Freshening Barn Manure pack weekly haul, outdoor concrete lot goes to #4 

Old Cow Barn sand Daily scrape & haul (liquid) weekly haul, outdoor concrete lot goes to #4 

Old Cow Barn straw Manure pack weekly haul, Indoor area of barn. 

 
 
Table 8: Estimated Days of Storage    

Storage ID Storage Type Capacity Units Annual Collected Days Storage 
#5 ADL New Outside prefab liquid storage 2,326,460 Gal 2,547,463 333 
ADL Tank #1 Outside prefab liquid storage 402,125 Gal 1,080,182 136 
Storage #1 and 5 function together, allowing for a total of 2,728,585 gallons of storage, estimated at 8.8 months 
of storage capacity.   
      
Earthen storage #2 Earthen storage- irrigated 1,212,067 Gal 1,955,356 226 
      
Mon.Wed. Fri. Haul Daily scrape & haul (solid)  Ton 1,700  
Weekly Haul Manure pack  Ton 1,900  
      
#4 ADL runoff  Outside prefab liquid storage 47,872 Gal Pumped to #2 One week 
 

Storage Totals Capacity Units Annual Collected 
Liquid Manure to be hauled   2,728,585 Gal 3,627,645 
Liquid Manure to be irrigated 1,212,067  1,955,356 
Solid Manure Dairy or weekly haul Ton 3,600 

 
Of the 2,728,585 gallons of manure to haul a year in the liquid form, this will equate out to about 
545 loads (at 5000 gal./load), for a seasonal need of 272 loads in spring and fall.  If it takes 
about one hour to haul 2.5 loads, this is 109 hours, or about 3 weeks of hauling in the spring 
and 3 weeks in the fall, depending on travel distance.   
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Freeboard and unusable area to be maintained for each system: 
 
ADL #1:  1.25 feet.(14.6 inches) 
 
Earthen Storage #2:  1.4 feet (16.3 inches) 
 
ADL #4:  1 foot, (12 inches)  (pumped to #2 as needed) 
 
ADL #5:  1 foot (10.3 inches) 
 
Freeboard is visible in all storages and monitored with stage markers on 
the walls of the ADL pits and with a marker in the earthen storage.   
 
The 24 hour, 25 year storm event for Sand County is 4.3 inches. 
 
There is no #3 storage, as that was abandon and closed several years ago. 
 
See Tab 3 for a map of runoff flow patterns. 
 
See Tab 3 for capacity, freeboard and annual volume calculations. 
 
See Tab 3 for Evaluation of Existing Components. 
 
 
Table 9: Estimated Annual Acres Needed for Each Storage System 

Storage ID Annual Volume Units Annual P205 Annual Acres 
Needed  

#5 ADL New 2,547,463 Gal 38212 694.8 
ADL Tank #1 1,080,182 Gal 25,924 471.3 
1165 Total Acres needed for Spring and Fall hauling. 
Half this, or 582 are needed when 2 years of P2O5 is applied 

1165 

     
Earthen storage #2 1,955,356 Gal 1,564 28.4 

  
Mon.Wed. Fri. Haul 1,700 Ton 3,060 55.6 
Weekly Haul 1,900 Ton 3,420 62.2 

Half of these acres (60) are needed for winter spreading     
(6 mo.) if applying at one year of crop removal phosphorus 
30 acres are needed for the winter when applied at 2 years 
of phosphorus crop removal  

118.3 

Estimated acres are based on the total annual P2O5 collected in each storage divided by the average P2O5 
crop removal for one  year.   
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Table 10: Estimated Annual Crop Removal - Starting crop year: 2004 
  Number of plan years: 2 

Crop Yield Goal Acres Nitrogen P2O5 K2O 

Alfalfa 6.00 278.7 75,258 21,741 83,620 

Alfalfa seeding 3.00 52.7 7,115 2,055 7,905 

Corn 125.00 26.1 3,789 1,209 882 

Corn 135.00 43.2 5,898 2,158 1,575 

Corn 145.00 280.2 37,959 15,033 10,970 

Corn 150.00 16.7 2,917 925 675 

Corn 175.00 87.9 17,147 5,694 4,155 

Corn silage 25.00 155.2 27,154 12,801 31,033 

Corn silage 26.00 11.7 2,158 1,001 2,427 

Corn silage 27.00 25.5 4,979 2,275 5,515 

Grass maintenance 1.00 7.0 700 105 385 

Rye cover 0.00 (45.5)    

Soybean 35.00 68.8 9,150 1,926 3,371 

Soybean 45.00 164.5 28,129 5,922 10,364 

Soybean 50.00 64.1 12,173 2,563 4,485 

Soybean 55.00 76.1 15,905 3,348 5,860 

Tomato, processing 30.00 101.2 8,093 2,428 21,245 

Wheat 50.00 16.6 664 523 307 

Wheat 55.00 15.2 762 528 310 

 
    Acres Nitrogen P2O5 K2O 

Total All Crops   1,491.4 259,950 82,235 195,083 

 
Per Acre Nitrogen P2O5 K2O 

All Crops 174 55 131 

 
 
Other Animal Outputs  
 
Water Control Devices for Runoff Reduction 
Two surface inlets (#1 and #2) around the farmstead travel via underground pipe to a grass 
area.  The grass is in excellent condition.   
 
Surface Inlet #1 is located in a driveway area and contacts no manure 
Surface Inlet #2 is by the milk parlor.  It really has become unnecessary due to new grading and 
paving of the driveway area, but if it does collect water, it is rainwater from driveways and not 
near any manured areas.   
A driveway drain (#3), located at the south end of the machinery barn, collects only rain and 
travels to the field tile system. 
 
Storage ADL #4 is designed for silage leachate and runoff from outdoor lots associated with the 
Old Cow Barn, the Freshening Barn and the Feeder area.  These are all concrete surfaces.  
This storage was designed by NRCS in 2002 and is functioning successfully.  These lots are 
also scraped on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, to reduce the volume and nutrients that need 
to go to #4.   
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The Red Barn is an old hip roof barn.  Upon occasion there may be 1 or 2 sick cows in this 
location.  It is heavily bedded with straw and hauled as needed with the weekly haul. 
 
Calf Hutches 
During July and August, calf hutches are utilized (location on map) so the calf barn can be 
cleaned and provide a break for disease control.   
 
Animal Mortality Management- Carcass Composting 
Rendering has become limited in the area.  Dead cows are being composted in the old lean to.  
This facility is an old freestall barn that has a concrete floor and roof.  Three bays have been 
created with portable concrete blocks.  In 2003, there were 17 dead cows and 11 calves 
composted.  Records are on file in the farm office and temperatures are being taken and 
recorded.  Records indicate that 100 tons were hauled in 2003 and land applied to 23 acres as 
per nutrient tests.  Compost is planned to be hauled once a year and land applied.  See Tab 7. 
 
Animal veterinary wastes  
Sharps are placed in a secured sharps waste container.  The container is forwarded to 
Monsanto at least monthly for disposal in accordance with state and federal requirements.  
Used syringes and vials are placed in a dumpster with other refuse and carried to a landfill by a 
licensed waste hauler.   
 
Spoiled feed 
Spoiled feed is kept to a minimum.  The freestall barns are feed indoors.  What little there is is 
scooped up and hauled with the weekly hauled manure and land applied. 
 
Treatment:  None 
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Conservation Practices on Fields Used for Manure Application 
 
Existing/Needed Conservation and Management Practices        
? To minimize the potential for off-site transport of nitrogen and phosphorus through runoff 

and erosion control, all crop fields, where manure is applied, are managed in accordance 
with the NRCS Nutrient Management (590) standard.  See Topo Map, Tab 4 

? The Michigan Generally Accepted Agricultural and Management Practices for Manure 
Management and Utilization should be followed for nuisance protection.  (See Tab 10 for a 
copy of the Manure GAAMP).  

? To help remove phosphorus and filter polluted runoff from entering surface water, surface 
applications may require a setback from ditches, surface water inlets, etc.  (These are listed 
by field under Tab 4).  These setbacks are not required when manure is injected or 
immediately incorporated within 48 hours, but care should always be taken when applying 
manure to assess current soil, field and imminent weather conditions.  Sensitive areas such 
as streams, water-bodies, and surface inlets are noted on the field maps for each crop field 
and 150-foot setbacks are noted for any surface manure applications.  (Field maps with 
setbacks are included under Tab 4).  

? Permanently seeded 60-foot buffer strips are listed on the maps.  These were designed by 
NRCS. 

 
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE II) 
? No land is designated as highly erodible.  The few hilly fields that exist remain in long-term 

alfalfa rotations.  
? Erosion on fields is at or below tolerable levels using RUSLE II.    (See 4) 
? In working with Hillview Farms, fields are often rotated between farms to maintain crop 

rotation for specialty crops such as processing tomatoes, snap beans and or potatoes.  
Hillview Farms may plant potatoes on one of Brown’s fields and Brown’s plant silage on one 
of Hillview’s.  These rotations cannot be scheduled more than a year in advance since the 
contracts for specialty crop are always in flux.  The specialty crops are always on irrigated 
fields.  RUSLE was calculated for these specialty crop situations and remains under “T”.   

 
Soil Maps 
? See Tab 4 for soil maps. 
 
Wind Erosion 
? All fields with a I value >86 were assessed for the Wind Erosion Equation.  Those checked 

were below tolerable levels, mostly due to residue management, some rye cover and no-till 
practices. 

? See Tab 4 for calculations. 
 
Crop Rotation  
• Example Dairy has traditionally used a corn and soybean crop rotation on 75% of their 

cropland acres.  Due to “swapping” with Hillview Farms, tomatoes, potatoes and or snap 
beans may be on 100-200 acres per year, but never two years of specialty crops in a row.  
On fields closer to the headquarters, a 5-year rotation of 3 years corn silage, a year of 
specialty crops and 1 year of soybeans is used.   A year of wheat is grown on 1-3 fields 
each year to provide straw and a place to spread manure in the late summer.   Rye cover 
crop is broadcast seeded on 100-200 acres of silage each fall and green chopped in the 
early summer in time to plant soybeans.  Some rye is harvested as grain and used for seed.  
Non-irrigated soils, which tend to be sandier, have 5 years of alfalfa, one year of corn and 
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back to 5 years of alfalfa.  Heavier soils have a corn/soybean alternating rotation with 
occasional acres to corn/soys/wheat. 

 
Residue Management  
• Corn and Soybean Crop Rotation:  Soybeans are no tilled into corn grain residue and 

have 40% residue cover after planting.  Corn is conservation tilled into soybean residue.  
Depending on the type of manure spread, there is 20-30% residue cover after planting.  Fall 
tillage is not done.  Spring chisel plowing is used, based on crop rotation.  Occasionally 
moldboard plowing is done for specialty crops or new alfalfa seedings.   If manure is surface 
applied, spring tillage is used for incorporation and seedbed preparation.   

• Corn, Alfalfa rotation: Alfalfa is clear seeded and kept for about 5 years.  After 5 years, it is 
killed with herbicide and no-tilled to one season of corn, then planted back to alfalfa. 

 
Winter Spreading  
? Winter spreading is defined as surface application of manure on frozen or snow-covered 

soils without incorporation.  Example Dairy will assess field conditions, manure consistency 
and weather conditions when making winter spreading decisions to decrease the risk of 
manure nutrients from reaching surface water.   

? There is over 7 months of storage for the liquid and sand bedded manure from the milking 
herd. 

? Approximately 60 to 118 acres will be needed for winter spreading from barns listed in Table 
9 depending on whether it is hauled at one year or two years of phosphorus crop removal. 

? The farm has a sufficient number of acres (over 800) available for winter spreading.   
? Each field is prioritized for manure spreading on frozen or snow-covered soils based on the 

Manure Application Risk Index (MARI).  See Tab 4 for complete MARI rankings by field.  As 
the MARI score for a field increases, so does the potential risk to surface water from winter 
spreading.  As the fields approached the medium score (38 or higher), fields were flagged 
for no winter spreading.  This, along with the phosphorus levels and future crop, help 
determine spreading priorities.  If additional acreage is needed, there are numerous fields 
that could be divided up and MARI re-run during annual updates to determine appropriate 
areas for winter spreading.   

? Liquid manure will not be spread on frozen or snow-covered fields with slopes greater than 
3% or solid manure on slopes greater than 6%, unless appropriate management practices 
such as cover crops, residue management and buffer/filter strips are included in the manure 
management plan.  

MARI Results Example Dairy 
Acres 

Hillview Acres 

Very Low  (<19) 0 0 
Low  (19-37) 860.2 284.6 
Medium  (38-75) 717.6 614.4 
High  (>75) 0 0 
Total Acres 1577.8 899.0 

Tile Drainage 
• 593.2 acres have either complete or random tile drainage.  
• Tile drained fields have been listed under Tab 5.  Surface water inlets and tile outlets are 

noted on maps under Tab 4.  
• Tile outlets will be monitored before and after manure applications.   
• Setbacks and weather conditions need to be observed prior to surface applications to 

prevent manure from reaching surface water.  See page 12 of the MAEAP guidelines in the 
Answers to Frequently asked questions document 10.   
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Irrigation management on cropland 
• 728.2 acres have the ability to be irrigated either with a traveler or center pivot. 
• Irrigation scheduling has been used in the past and serves as a model for how cropland is 

currently irrigated.  Irrigation is managed to maintain 80% of field capacity, always allowing 
for rain. 

• All soils rank moderate for leachability.  Continued utilization of PSNT will avoid excess 
sidedress rates of nitrogen based on crop yield goal.        

 
Land Application Management 
 
 Crop Removal 
?   Crop removal averages 55 lbs. of P2O5 per acre over 1,639.9 acres for a total farm crop 

removal of 91,116 lbs.  When the acres over 150 ppm P are taken out of the crop removal 
calculation (108.8), and 40.3 acres they will never haul to, the average crop removal is 
82,235, which is sufficient to manage the manure, especially with the Hillview Farms 200 
acres per year, adding 11,000 more pounds of P2O5 crop removal. 

 
Soil Testing and Crop Plan 
• For the 2004 Crop Plan (Tab 4), yield goals and fertilizer recommendations do not take into 

account manure applications, but shows acres and crop plan.  This plan will be updated 
annually.  

• Fields are soil tested every three years and all fields in this plan have a current test (less 
than 3 years).  (See 6, Soil Tests).  Soil tests are taken by Ag Co-op and are pulled using 
soil management groups or field logic to determine sampling areas, in less than 20 acre 
increments, unless the soil types and 10 year cropping history is  similar. 

• When soil tests are similar, based on the phosphorus levels, the twenty acre increments 
may were averaged together for one soil test for an entire field.   This is how the Brown’s will 
be farming the field and how manure will be spread.  Where soil tests indicate a significant 
difference, they are separated out and treated as a new sub field.   

• Tri-State fertilizer recommendations are utilized and generated via MMP. 
 
Nitrogen Management 
• Nitrogen rates are based on yield goals that are realistic.  This is verified by information 

gathered from a yield monitor located in the combine.  The soils are very productive, 
especially the irrigated soils, which account for over 700 acres.   

• Nitrogen application rates of manure are not to exceed the planned rate for one year of 
nitrogen removal for legumes and the recommended rate for all other crops.   

• Pre-Sidedress Nitrate  testing (PSNT) has been utilized for over 12 years.  This has 
provided a means to calibrate manure applications that are in line with crop needs.  Each 
year, manured fields are spot checked for Nitrate credit and this, along with past experience, 
is utilized in customizing sidedressed nitrogen.   12 gallons of 28% is banded at planting and 
any additional N that is called for is sidedressed, as 28%.   

 
Phosphorus Management 
• Fertilizer applications are based on the soil test, crop to be grown and yield goals.  Where 

no phosphorus is called for, none is applied via fertilizer.  The current crop plan calls for 
about 40,000 lbs. of P2O5 for the 2005 crop plan.  When called for on corn, liquid 10-34-0 is 
banded next to the row at planting.  
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Manure samples 
? See 7 for sample manure tests. 
• Manure samples are collected and analyzed for nutrient content.  The current analyses are 

summarized below.  Manure samples are collected during hauling, after manure has been 
agitated to be most representative of what is going to the fields.    

• Sequential samples have been taken as the liquid fraction in ADL #5 and of the sand 
fraction in ADL #1.   

 
Sand Laden Manure: 
• The table below shows the average manure tests from ADL#1 and ADL #5.  Manure 

samples are found under Tab 7. 
 
Manure Samples  Lbs. Per 1000 gallons 
ADL #5 (Liquid) Total N Estimated 

available N 
P2O5 K2O 

   March 2003 48.51  15.24 30.94 
   March 2004 43.99  13.7 32.73 
   July 2004, avg. of two  
   (North top and Mixed up) 

40.22 26 16.63 23.01 

Avg. of above 44 26 15 29 
     
ADL #1 (Sand)     
   July 2003 sand bottom 49.3 17 35.12 36,37 
   Nov. 2003 sand bottom  35.71 23 12.72 15.23 
Avg. of sand bottom 43 20 24 26 
*Manure sampling from sand and liquid fraction fail to show much difference over time, but manure sampling from 
the different consistencies will continue. 

 
The table below show the manure nutrient values used in MMP.  Systems #1, 2 and 5 are actual 
manure tests, the rest are book values. 
 
Table 11: Manure Nutrient Analysis 

Storage ID Avail. N P2O5 K2O Units Source 
ADL Tank #1 26.9 24.0 26.0 Lb/1000 Gal Analysis 
Earthen storage #2 2.3 0.8 4.6 Lb/1000 Gal Analysis 
#5 ADL New 31.4 15.0 29.0 Lb/1000 Gal Analysis 
Weekly Haul 1.4 1.8 3.4 Lb/Ton Analysis 
Mon.Wed. Fri. Haul 1.8 1.8 5.7 Lb/Ton Analysis 
Available N = Estimated available N based on manure analysis or book values, but prior to application 
method. 
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Manure Management Strategy 
? See Tab 7 for a complete manure application plan, field by field.  

• The farm has 108.8 acres testing over 3150 ppm P.  These fields (HO1 and HO2) do not 
receive manure.   

• When soil tests are 75 ppm to 149 ppm P, manure applications will not exceed two years of 
phosphorus removal to meet NRCS 590 (Nutrient Management) standards and are not 
manured again for a minimum of two years. 

• A nutrient budget has been completed for all crop fields where manure is applied.  The 
nutrient budget addresses nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium from all sources.  The 
nutrient budget documentation for crop year 2004/2005 is contained under Tab 7, Spreading 
Plan.     

• The goal of Example Dairy, Inc. is to not spread manure on the same field two years in a 
row, except with irrigation of the washwater. 

• To handle manure during the growing season, the fields are managed in several different 
ways:  late planted to soybeans, left fallow and planted to new alfalfa in August, planted to 
wheat that is harvested in July, or planted to silage that is harvested in early September.  
There are generally several fields of rye that is either green chopped or harvested for seed.  
This mix of crop rotation provides greater flexibility for manure application throughout the 
growing season. 

• Occasionally, for one or two months of the summer, daily hauled, bedded manure may be 
composted.  A new site is selected each season.  For 2004 it will be on a corner the center 
pivot does not reach.  This site has been seeded to oats in planning for the compost.  The 
site will be vegetated, flat and no surface water is near by.   

 
The tables below give the producer an estimate of the manure rates, for different crops and 
yield goals.   
 
When hauling the liquid fraction of the ADL#5 pit to fields that can be balanced by Nitrogen needs of the 
crop, the following chart shows the rates of manure based on a manure sample of:   
26 lbs. of PAN – 15 lbs. P2O5 and 29 lbs. of K20 per 1000 gallons. 
Crop Yield 

goal 
N recommended or 
removal value  

Gallons of 
Liquid to N 
balance  

Lbs. of P2O5 

applied 
Years of P2O5 
crop removal 
applied 
assuming avg. 
55 lbs./acre 

Gallons of 
manure to 
equal 2 years 
of P2O5 crop 
removal 

Corn, non 
irrigated 

145 bu. 140 5380 79 1.4 Use N rate  

Corn, irrigated 175 bu. 200 7690 115 2.1 7333 
Corn, silage, 
non irrigated 

22 tons 155 5962 90 1.6 Use N rate 

Corn, silage, 
irrigated 

28 tons 200 7690 89 1.6 Use N rate 

Soybeans, non 
irrigated 

45 bu. 171 6577 98 1.8 Use N rate 

Soybeans, 
irrigated 

55 bu. 209 8036 120 2.2 7333 

Alfalfa 6 tons 270 (200 max)  7690 115 2.1 7333 
NOTE:   For EQIP cost share funds, no fields are to receive more than 2 years of P2O5 crop removal rates 
in any one year.  
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If hauling the sand fraction of the ADL #1 pit 
Using an average analysis of 20 lbs. PAN, 24 lbs. of P2O5 and 26 lbs. of K2O 
Approximately 5000 gallons of manure supplies 2 years of P2O5 crop removal.   
Below shows the additional N needed after manure applications. 
Crop Yield goal N recommended or 

removal value (lbs.) 
N needed via sidedress 
for yield goal (lbs.) 

Corn, non irrigated 145 bu. 140 40 
Corn, irrigated 175 bu. 200 100 
Corn, silage, non irrigated 22 tons 155 55 
Corn, silage, irrigated 28 tons 200 100 
Soybeans, non irrigated 45 bu. 171 Na 
Soybeans, irrigated 55 209 Na 
Alfalfa 6 tons 270 (200 max)  Na 
**Pre-sidedress Nitrate soil tests will be used to determine the sidedress N rate for manured 
fields.  
 
Irrigation of wastewater 
? Milkhouse water is irrigated at 27,000 gallons per acre using a traveling gun.  Based on this 

rate, approximately 79 acres are needed each year (2,126,206 gallons generated per year ÷ 
27,000 gallons). 

? Three fields (HM3, CO-S, and CO-N, totaling 96 acres) have been designated for this 
application.  Due to the thin nutrient content of this manure, the same field may receive 
manure in several different applications per year.  These fields do NOT have tile drainage. 

? Based on typical infiltration rates of the soils, Fox Sandy Loam (27a) has a permeability of 
0.6-2 inches per hour and an available water holding capacity of 3.6-6.48 inches for 36 
inches of soil.  An acre inch of water per hour application rate is acceptable. 

 
Manure samples from Waste Storage #2, milkhouse water, lbs. per 1000 gallons 
 Total N Estimated 

available N 
P2O5 K2O 

March 2003 4.24 Na 0.77 7.07 
November 2003 3.57 Na 0.76 2.24 
Avg.:  4  0.77 4.6 
Typical application rate of 27,000 
gallons per acre supplies:  

108 Utilize PSNT 
to determine 

21 124 

 
Table 12: Application Equipment  

Equipment ID Spreader or Applicator Type Capacity Units Min 
Rate 

Units App 
Width 

Units 

Liquid box Liquid spreader, surface spray 6,000 Gal 5,000 Gal/A 36 Feet 
V Bottom Solid spreader 10 Ton 10 Ton/A 12 Feet 
Irrigate Traveling gun 450 Gal/Min 10,658 Gal/A 300 Feet 
Injector Liquid spreader, injected 3,000 Gal 3,000 Gal/A 12 Feet 
Nitrogen is based on the recommended rate for non-legume crops and the removal rate for legumes.  
P2O5 and K2O are based on removal rates. 
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Nutrient Buildup Over Time 
• There are approximately 73,323 pounds of P2O5 generated per year by the livestock, based 

on rations.  The average crop removal is 55 lbs. of P2O5.  This would indicate that 1,336 
acres are ultimately needed to keep this farm at a nutrient balance.  The farm has 1,297 
acres of ground testing below 75 ppm P and another 227 acres under 300 lbs. P, which puts 
this farm just in balance with 1524 acres below 150 ppm. 

• A neighbor (Hillview Farms) has 899 acres in close proximity.  Depending on the neighbor’s 
crop rotation, manure will be hauled to fields not owned or farmed by Example Dairy.  In 
light of this, the farm is close on their P balance, but has a plan in place to keep soil tests 
from building.   

• When manure moves off-farm, Example Dairy will be hauling the manure.   Records of 
manure going off site will be maintained and include:  date of transfer, amount of manure 
and the recipient’s name and contact information.  Analysis of the manure will be given to 
the recipient. 

• Since Example Dairy is hauling the manure, the Hillview acreage has been included in the 
CNMP to address the concern for setbacks and other conservation practices to insure that 
manure stays in the root zone.  (Note to reader:  In an actual CNMP all the Hillview farm 
would be included identical to Example Dairy fields including soil tests, MARI, RUSLE II etc., 
but for simplicity sake are not included in this Example) 

• The cattle have increased on this farm, but so have the acres.  Nutrient management has 
been a priority and efforts are made to spread manure over more acres, manure is rarely 
spread on the same fields two consecutive years. 

• The two fields that test over 150 ppm P, have actually come down over time.  Old soil tests 
show these fields, in areas, tested 500-800 lbs. of P.  They now test 300-400 lbs.  Slow 
progress, but directionally correct.  The reduction, to near elimination of phosphorus starter 
fertilizer over the last 12 years, better rotation of manure, and off site movement of manure 
has contributed to this as well.   

• Any plans for continued expansion will be kept in balance with land base needed to apply 
the manure. 

 
Nutrient Management Summary by Crop (Form, Rate, Placement and Timing) 
• See Tab 5 for a listing of fertilizer needs after manure applications and when no manure is 

planned.  
• Corn Grain and Corn Silage: To estimate available Nitrogen Credit from all sources 

(previous legume crops, manure, irrigation water, etc.) the Pre-Side dress Nitrogen Test 
(PSNT) has been used on manured fields prior to side dress applications with 28% Nitrogen.  
All 28% nitrogen is sidedressed after corn emergence.  Manure is broadcast 2 days – 6 
months ahead of corn planting (following soybeans), prior to secondary tillage.  On most 
fields, no additional starter fertilizer is needed to supply the P and K for the C/SB rotation.  If 
needed, 10-34-0 is banded at planting.  If potash is needed, it is broadcast as 0-0-60 in 
spring or fall. 

• Soybeans: Carryover P2O5 and K2O from the manure ahead of corn is utilized in the 
soybean year.  No additional P2O5 and K2O are needed on most fields.   Potash (0-0-60), 
when called for by soil tests, is broadcast in the spring or fall.  

• Alfalfa and Haylage:   Potash (0-0-60) is broadcast in the spring prior to spring green up or 
between 1st and 2nd cutting.   

• Wheat- Urea is broadcast in the spring (top-dressed) ahead of spring green-up.  Manure is 
not applied ahead of wheat because it causes lodging after the rapid spring growth.  If 
additional fertilizer is recommended, a commercial fertilizer blend of DAP (18-46-0) and 
Potash (0-0-60) are broadcast in March. 
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Record of CNMP Implementation 
The following records will be kept on file at the farm by field (for 5 years):  
     - Soil test reports 
     - Dates and rates of manure/wastewater applications (include source and form of manure) 
     - Dates, rates, and forms of other nutrient applications  
     - Dates of incorporation (where applicable) 
     - Method of application (e.g. surface applied, injected, irrigated)   
     - Total volume of manure produced (based on number of loads) 
     - Acres and area of field where nutrients have been applied 
     - Weather conditions during application of manure 
     - Field conditions during application of manure 
     - Recommended nutrient application rates 
     - Current crops 
     - Realistic crop yield goals 
     - Previous crops grown and yields 
     - Field maps (aerial photos, soil maps, or other) 
     - Plant tissue sampling and testing reports (where applicable) 
     - Pre-Sidedress Nitrate Test (PSNT) reports (where applicable) 
     - Complete N, P, K nutrient budget by field 
 
• Other records that should be kept: 

- Manure/wastewater quantities produced and nutrient analysis reports 
- Records related to any uncontrolled discharge of manure or wastewater that warranted                       

        emergency response notification to the Michigan Department of Agriculture and/or 
Michigan                      
        Department of Environmental Quality (if appropriate) 
      - Records of rental or other agreements for application of manure/wastewater on land not 
        owned by the producer (if applicable)  
 
• Records for manure that moves off site: 

- Amount of manure 
- Date of transfer 
- Recipient name 

      - Provide recipient an analysis of the manure for their cropping plan, including fertilizer         
        adjustments 
 
 
INPUTS TO ANIMALS – FEED MANAGEMENT  
Phosphorus in the young stock rations has been reduced and P rations in mature cows are now 
being evaluated, with the help of a nutritionist. 
 
ALTERNATIVE UTILIZATION ACTIVITIES  
Manure Composting 
• During one to two months when crops are planted and before wheat is harvested, the 

manure from the barns that needs to be weekly hauled, is composted.  This is done on a field 
site behind the main farm.  In 2003, this will be done on the corners where the pivot does not 
reach and where specialty crops will not be planted.  Bulking material (old straw) is added as 
needed to maintain the windrows and the windrows are turned.  When crops are harvested, 
the compost is field applied.  A site is selected each year that is convenient, away from 
surface waters and out of sight from the road.  This activity is not deemed as a resource 
concern because it is short-term, occurs during the driest time of the season, and the site is 
rotated on a regular basis.     
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INSPECTIONS, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND TRAINING 
All structural and vegetative practices will be operated and maintained in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendations and other guidelines (e.g. NRCS).  Records of all scheduled 
and completed inspection and maintenance activities will be kept on file.   
 
Earthen Pond 
? Maintain the minimum designed 12 inches of freeboard at all times.    
? Whenever the pond is emptied, assess the integrity of the clay liner.  Repairs should be 

made immediately.  
? Be sure that agitation equipment is not creating damage to the bottom surface and creating 

the potential for leakage out the bottom.  Repair if this occurs.  
? Maintain the integrity of high traffic areas, such as pump access area and agitation 

equipment area. 
? Occasionally walk around all sides of the earthen storage to check for burrow holes, eroding 

areas, or potential beginning breaches in the sides.  Repair and reseed any areas needing 
attention.  Eliminate unwanted animals.  Check for any wet or soggy areas that might be an 
indication of potential leakage. 

? Maintain vegetation regularly.  Mow embankments twice a year to discourage weeds and 
tree growth.  This also allows for visual inspections. 

? Fences, posts, wire and gates should be maintained around the structure to exclude 
livestock and humans.  Inspecting is needed twice a year and damaged structures repaired 
or replaced as soon as possible.  

? Maintain safety equipment (swim rings/ropes) and warning signs.  These safety stations 
should be inspected twice a year and safety items replaced as necessary. 

? All pipes, pumps, valves, gates, etc., should be inspected a minimum of twice a year and 
assessed for functional and structural soundness.  Repair as needed. 

? Human waste, pesticides and dead animals are not to be added to any manure storage.  
 
Concrete storage systems 
? Maintain the minimum designed 6 inches of freeboard at all times 
? The inspection of the waste storage facilities will be done when the storages have been 

emptied to allow for visual inspection of the inside walls.  Repairs should be made 
immediately. Inspections of concrete waste storage facilities will include: 

?  Visual check for evidence of leaking 
?  Visual check for cracks in concrete or joint sealer 
?  Check for wall movement as evidenced by tilting (vertical alignment) or bulging 

(horizontal alignment) 
?  Inspect safety fence, including wire and posts 

? Check clean water diversion to ensure flow is directed away from the storage (this is best 
accomplished during a runoff event) 

? Check the adjacent soil outside the systems for any signs of wet soils indicating potential 
leakage of the system or for unusual settlement. 

? Maintain a good vegetative cover on backfill around structures.  If damaged, reestablish the 
cover as soon as possible.   

? Mow the vegetative cover twice a year to eliminate trees and brush and encourage desired 
vegetation. 

? Do not dispose of animal mortality, greases, syringes, or other waste in any concrete 
storage facilities intended for animal manure storage. 

 
Special note:  Inspect the runoff site from both the silage bunker area and the outdoor lot that 
goes to waste storage facility #4. 
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Push off ramp 
? Maintain the integrity of push off ramps.  Inspect for separation and/or cracks and assess 

any erosion under or beside them.  Repairs should be made immediately.  
? Maintain condition of safety guardrails and repair as needed. 
? Components showing wear should be replaced.   
 
Manure handling equipment 
? Keep hoses and fittings in good repair on all manure spreader tanks.   
? Equipment will be calibrated on a regular basis to ensure accurate manure application rates. 
 
Irrigation Equipment 
? Maintain pumps, hoses and fittings in good repair on all irrigation equipment used for 

manure and wastewater applications. 
? At a minimum, visible portions of the transfer component(s) shall be inspected at least once 

a year. 
? Repair or replace worn or damaged component(s) that will prevent the component(s) from 

operating as intended. 
? Damaged, missing, or inoperable safety items must be repaired or replaced immediately. 
 
Gutters and downspouts 
? Gutters and downspouts designed to keep clean water from entering feedlots and animal 

holding areas should be checked and maintained to do their job effectively.   
? Secure any loose or unconnected portions. 
? Repair any broken, crushed, leaking or missing sections.   
? Remove debris to keep gutters functioning as designed.   
? Check outlet points for erosion or pooling and correct any problems. 
 
Conservation practices 
? Conservation practices (such as residue management, buffer/filter strips, and 

application setbacks) will be maintained and inspected in accordance with NRCS 
standards and specifications.  A schedule will be kept for review of these practices to 
ensure proper implementation. 

 
Employee Training 
? Employees involved with implementation of the CNMP will be instructed in the appropriate 

processes and procedures to follow as it relates to their duties.  
? Training will be provided to employees as soon as practical after they are hired, after they 

change responsibilities and/or after new procedures or equipment are implemented.   
? Instructions will be provided in the languages appropriate for the employees. 

 
 
Odor Control 
? Note wind direction and avoid spreading when the wind is blowing toward populated areas. 
? Avoid spreading on weekends/holidays when people are likely to be engaged in nearby 

outdoor and recreational activities. 
? Spread in the morning when air begins to warm and is rising, rather than in the afternoon. 
? Use available weather information to best advantage.  Turbulent breezes will dissipate and 

dilute odors.  Hot and humid weather tends to concentrate and intensify odors, particularly in 
the absence of breezes.  Rain will remove the odor from the atmosphere. 

? Use natural vegetation barriers, such as woodlots or windbreaks, to help dissipate and filter 
odors. 
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? Incorporate manure into soil by (1) soil injection or (2) incorporation within 48 hours after 
surface application.  Incorporation may not be feasible where manure is applied to pastures 
or forage crops, such as alfalfa or in no-till situations.  

? Clean up spills and overloads on driveways, yards, and highways. 
 
SCHEDULE OF IMPLEMENTATION 
The schedule of implementation for planned new or updated components is provided below. 
 
Target Date Component 
10/2003 Waste Storage Facility #5 south of Free Stall Barns to increase storage to 6-

8 months  
8/2003 Regrade concrete floor of bunker silo, directing leachate flow and first flush 

runoff toward northwest corner; install surface inlet, and direct to Waste 
Storage Facility # 4  (completed 8/2003) 

10/2003 Repair roof gutters on feed barn and direct the clean roof water under the 
driveway and onto the grass swale area.  

Fall 2003 Sample manure from ADL #1 and #5 to improve nutrient land applications. 
4/2004 Remodel an existing barn for carcass composting. 
6/2004 Install a safety ring and rope at the earthen storage #2 site. 
8/2004 Install a safety fence around Storage structure #4 
   
Annual Review and Update of Plan 
? Review and updates of the CNMP will occur in August of each year unless there is a 

significant change in livestock numbers or crop acreage.  The plan will need to be recertified 
every 3 years. 

 
Plans for Addressing Water Quality Concerns 
? The farmstead has two main freestall barns using sand bedding and sharing one pre-cast 

concrete storage structure, which provides about 2 months of storage capacity.   An ADL 
tank, #5, is being constructed and will be operational by fall of 2003, providing more than 6 
months of total storage for the milking herd.  When functional, manure from the freestall 
barns will not be winter applied.   

? No-till is used for most of the soybeans in an effort to greatly reduce erosion and runoff of 
soils into surface water. 

? This farm has managed manure nutrients with regard to nitrogen and phosphorus, due to 
resource concerns regarding nitrogen leaching into groundwater and phosphorus runoff into 
surface water.   This plan outlines managing manure to protect surface waters during field 
applications as well as from storage and handling activities.  Manure sampling and pre-side 
dress nitrate soil testing have been utilized for over 12 years to reduce the potential impacts 
to water quality.  Supplemental phosphorus fertilizer has also been significantly reduced and 
eliminated on high testing fields over the same time period.  Phosphorus in feed rations for 
young stock has been reduced and efforts are currently underway to address P in mature 
cow rations. 

? A ditch is located just west of the farmstead.  See Emergency Plan for specific plans to 
reduce the risk of manure mishaps.   
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Emergency Management Plan 
 for Example Dairy, Inc. 

 
DO NOT enter confined spaces such as manure pits, silos, tank spreaders, 

covered manure storage areas unless properly trained and utilizing approved 
safety equipment. 

 
 
 

If a manure or wastewater from any form of spill reaches surface waters, notify the 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality immediately. 

Phone: 1-800-292-4706  Statewide 
Kalamazoo District:  269-567-3500 

 
 

If there is a spill or release of manure or wastewater follow these procedures: 
 
Assess the spill  
Assess the spill and the potential for it to reach surface waters.  Is the spill headed for 
wells or other sensitive areas? 
   
Stop the Source 
Stop the source of the spill immediately. 
Shut down equipment and pumps, close valves etc.   
Separate pipes to create air gap if necessary to stop manure flow.   
 
Contain the spill 
Limit the area affected by creating dikes, or berms with soil, bales of hay/straw or similar 
material that is readily available.  
Transfer manure to another storage. 
Contact neighbors who have empty manure tanks to collect and haul material. 
Apply any collected manure/wastewater to crop fields at agronomic rates. 
 
Spills or leaks of manure spreader tanks 
If a spreader tank begins malfunctioning, move away from ditches and surface waters. 
If manure is spilled on the roadways, call the sheriff for traffic control and clean the spill  
 
Spills with irrigation equipment 
Keep hoses and pipes in good repair.   
Secure fittings and joints to prevent leaks. 
Turn off pumps and equipment immediately if spill occurs.  
If irrigation water is being added to the manure, prevent potential for back siphoning. 
 
Spills through tile drains 
Plug the tile if possible.  Cease application.  Dike area where tile empties.   
 
Manure runoff after field applications 
Cease applications 
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Assess if wastewater is reaching surface water. 
Use tillage equipment to divert flow of manure. 
 
Breach of an earthen manure storage 
Stop the flow of manure into the storage. 
Use soil to dike or berm the area or create an emergency holding area outside the 
existing storage. 
Pump to another storage. 
Call a neighbor and begin pumping out to tanks for land application. 
 
Notify and comply with reporting requirements   
Contact the county drain commissioner if a county drain must be blocked. 
Contact the county Sheriff if a spill occurs on the roadways. 
 
 
Maintain records of any spill of manure or wastewater. 
 
Assess how and why the spill occurred and take preventative measures to reduce the 
risk of such events happening in the future.  Communicate with all family and farm 
employees about prevention and emergency response procedures.  
 
 Post the following emergency numbers where they are easily accessible. 
 

Emergency Phone Numbers 
911 

Farm:  123-555-7890    
David Brown home: 123-555-7890;    cell:  123-555-2345  
Joe Brown home:  123-555-7891;   cell:  123-555-3456        
  
Neighbors with backhoe:  Tim Jones   123-555-5678  
 
Neighbors with manure hauling tanks:    123-555-8901 
 
County Sheriff:  911 or 123-555-6543 
 
County Drain Commissioner:   123-555-8765 
 
Michigan Department of Agriculture:  1 -800-405-0101 
 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality:  269-567-3500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


